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Key Points.

◦ The published ICE6G C velocity field is in error.

◦ The published ICE6G C Stokes’ coefficients are in error.

◦ The viscoelastic Love number ratios of Purcell et al. [2015] are validated.

Abstract. The recent release of the next-generation global ice history model,3

ICE6G C(VM5a) [Peltier et al., 2015] is likely to be of interest to a wide range4

of disciplines including oceanography (sea level studies), space gravity (mass5

balance studies), glaciology and, of course, geodynamics (Earth rheology stud-6

ies). In this paper we make an assessment of some aspects of the ICE6G C(VM5a)7

model and show that the published present-day radial uplift rates are too8

high along the eastern side of the Antarctic Peninsula (by ∼8.6 mm/yr) and9

beneath the Ross Ice Shelf (by ∼5 mm/yr). Furthermore, the published spher-10

ical harmonic coefficients - that are meant to represent the dimensionless present-11

day changes due to glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) - contain excessive power12

for degree ≥ 90, do not agree with physical expectations and do not repre-13

sent accurately the ICE6G C(VM5a) model. We show that the excessive power14

in the high degree terms produces erroneous uplift rates when the empiri-15

cal relationship of Purcell et al. [2011] is applied but, when correct Stokes16

coefficients are used, the empirical relationship produces excellent agreement17

with the fully rigorous computation of the radial velocity field, subject to18

the caveats first noted by Purcell et al. [2011]. Using the ANU groups CALSEA19

software package, we re-compute the present-day GIA signal for the ice thick-20

ness history and Earth rheology used by Peltier et al. [2015] and provide di-21

mensionless Stokes coefficients that can be used to correct satellite altime-22
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try observations for GIA over oceans and by the space gravity community23

to separate GIA and present-day mass balance change signals. We denote24

the new data sets ICE6G ANU.25
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1. Introduction

It has long been recognised that the mathematical expressions for the gravitational26

and deformational effects of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) are almost identical, with27

the two terms having a fixed ratio for each spherical harmonic degree. For modern GIA28

effects the relationship is predominantly elastic and the constants of proportionality are29

negative: as surface mass is reduced/increased elastic uplift/subsidence occurs. For the30

paleo-GIA component the relationship is viscoelastic and the constants of proportionality31

are positive: uplift/subsidence results from the flow of mantle material to/from the region32

being observed. Comparison of gravitational and deformational components therefore has33

the potential to separate the paleo- and modern GIA components which is of enormous34

significance in observations of the hydrosphere. In particular, the effect of sea-floor sub-35

sidence on satellite altimetry observations of sea level and the impact of mantle flow on36

mass balance estimates from space gravity missions (e.g. GRACE) need to be removed37

to obtain an accurate understanding of the ice-ocean system.38

The potential importance of this issue led Purcell et al. [2011] to determine viscoelastic39

ratios of proportionality as a function of degree that they suggested were independent of40

rheology and ice load history for epochs sufficiently removed from significant changes in41

load. The validity of this study was subsequently questioned in Peltier et al. [2015] and42

Argus et al. [2014] where the empirical relationship derived by Purcell et al. [2011] was43

applied to produce results strongly at variance with those presented for ICE6G C.44

ICE6G C is a model of the changes in ice thickness of the major ice sheets through the45

last glacial maximum (LGM) to the present and was described in Argus et al. [2014] and46
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Peltier et al. [2015]. The corresponding model of the Earth’s rheological structure was47

labelled VM5a. Both the ice and rheological models are refinements of earlier inversions,48

the most recent of which (ICE5G (VM2) Peltier [2004]) has been widely used to model49

ongoing glacio-hydro-isostatic effects.50

Peltier et al. [2015] provided a spherical harmonic representation (in the form of Stokes’51

coefficients) of the present-day isostatic response of the Earth as predicted by their model52

which, in principle, can be used to remove the effects of this process from space gravity53

estimates of the Earth’s temporal gravity field so that present-day mass balance changes54

can be determined. They further demonstrated that when the empirical relationship55

between geoid change and vertical deformation developed by Purcell et al. [2011] is56

applied to these coefficients the resulting function disagrees markedly from the uplift57

rates calculated for ICE6G C. They concluded that “there is a highly significant error in58

the empirical prediction, irrespective of the resolution of the empirical solution employed”,59

implying that accurate uplift rates can only be generated through the full computation of60

a GIA model. In this paper we explore the issue of why the empirical relationship derived61

by Purcell et al. [2011] did not produce accurate radial uplift rates in this application.62

The comparison between the empirically and rigorously calculated uplift rates presented63

by Peltier et al. [2015] is based on a misapplication of the technique of Purcell et al. [2011].64

However, applying the corrected Love number ratios for degree > 60 does not explain the65

disagreement between the empirical approximation and the rigorously-derived velocity66

field since the misfit is in fact amplified. There remain two possible explanations for this67

discrepancy68
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1. Despite Purcell et al. [2011]’s claims that their derived viscoelastic Love number69

ratios are independent of load history and rheology, their empirical relationship does70

not hold for ice model ICE6G C, rheological model VM5a, the particular combination71

ICE6G C(VM5a) or simply does not hold in general. This would make the technique in-72

appropriate for any modelling purposes since uncertainties in ice load history and rheology73

remain significant.74

2. There is some methodological error in the analysis of Peltier et al. [2015] and Argus75

et al. [2014] that produces the observed discrepancy between the velocity field and the76

empirical approximation77

To test each of these hypotheses we applied the ANU group’s CALSEA software (Lam-78

beck et al. [2003]) to the inputs of the ICE6G C(VM5a) model and compared the re-79

sults of our calculations with the publicly available ICE6G C(VM5a) radial velocity field80

(http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/∼peltier/data) and the Stokes’ coefficients of81

Peltier et al. [2015]. Our analysis shows that neither the gridded uplift rates nor the82

spherical harmonic coefficients accurately represent the present-day GIA signal based83

on the ICE6G C(VM5a) model. The published velocity field gives uplift rates that are84

demonstrably inaccurate and non-physical in the Antarctic region, where the net change85

in load seems to have been miscalculated by Peltier et al. [2015]. Additionally, the radial86

velocity field and Stokes’ coefficients supplied in Peltier et al. [2015] are inconsistent.87

We re-assess the accuracy of the empirical relation of Purcell et al. [2011] and find that88

it can reproduce fully rigorous uplift rate computations over continents with an accuracy89

of better than 1 mm/yr. We derive and provide spherical harmonic coefficients that90

accurately represent the ICE6G C(VM5a) GIA signal and do not contain the erroneous91
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un-physical components apparent in the originally published data. Our coefficients can92

be used to remove GIA effects from estimates of temporal gravity field such as those93

from the Gravity Climate And Recovery Experiment (GRACE) mission subject to the94

accuracy of the ICE6G C(VM5a) model. Finally, we provide computed velocity fields for95

radial deformation and geoid change and for the ICE6G C(VM5a) model may be applied96

without the need for any spatial filtering.97

2. The CALSEA software package

The Earth’s response to changes in surface load distribution resulting from mass ex-98

changes between ice sheets and oceans has been the subject of mathematical and compu-99

tational investigation over many decades. The seminal theoretical investigation of post-100

glacial rebound and relative sea level change was by Farrell and Clark [1976] in which101

the governing integral equation for sea level change was derived. This type of analy-102

sis requires a number of model inputs that may be broadly separated into the ice load103

history (specified by changes in ice thickness as a function of position and time), Earth104

response parameters (in the form of an assumed rheological structure and a specific choice105

of parameter values), and ocean loading parameters (which are themselves functions of106

rebound, ice volume, ice distribution and ocean geometry).107

As computational resources continue to improve a wider variety of potential rheological108

structures is being investigated through the use of finite volume and finite element analysis109

[e.g. Paulson et al., 2005; Wu and Van Der Wal, 2003; Dal Forno et al., 2005]. Nonetheless110

the most widely used model for Earth response is that of a spherically symmetric, radially111

stratified Maxwell-viscoelastic body with an elastic (or effectively elastic) lithosphere and112

a liquid core [e.g. Tushingham and Peltier, 1992; Kendall et al., 2004]. For such a113
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body the relaxation may be described through viscoelastic Love numbers by solving the114

Laplace-transformed governing equations derived by Wu and Peltier [1982] using the115

elastic structure given by Dziewonski and Anderson [1981] and inverting into the time116

domain using a Bromwich path integration (e.g. Cambiotti and Sabadini, [2010]) or a117

collocation technique (e.g. Mitrovica and Peltier [1991]). As discussed in this latter118

study, care must be taken that the choice of collocation points in the Laplace domain119

adequately represents the relaxation spectra of the rheology in question otherwise the120

derived residuals may exhibit significant numerical instability. While more sophisticated121

rheological structures may be considered Paulson et al. [2007] and Paulson and Richards122

[2009] demonstrated that inversion of postglacial rebound observations have limited ability123

to resolve detailed viscosity structures. Nonetheless, it seems that data from different124

regions do exhibit different relaxation timescales (as demonstrated in Nakada and Lambeck125

[1989] and Lambeck et al. [1998]).126

While Farrell and Clark [1976] considered deformational, gravitational and volumetric127

mechanisms of sea level change they neglected the effect of changes in the Earth’s rota-128

tional moment of inertia due to mass redistribution across its surface and at depth. This129

process was analysed by Lambeck [1980], Sabadini and Peltier [1981], Yuen et al. [1982]130

and Wu and Peltier [1984] who demonstrated its significance and essential character. In131

the course of these analyses the rotational feedback on sea level change was shown to be132

dominated by the spherical harmonic term of degree 2, order 1 and theory was developed133

for a Love number representation. The rotational term was further explored and refined134

byMilne and Mitrovica [1998], Mitrovica et al [2003], Mitrovica et al. [2005] andMitrovica135

and Wahr [2011] with particular attention to the effect on estimates of GIA-induced true136
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polar wander (TPW). In this analysis we have employed the rotational contribution for137

ICE6G C(VM5a) calculated by Mitrovica, the corresponding geoid velocity corrections138

being: Ċrot
21 = −1.75× 10−9, Ṡrot

21 = 2.27× 10−8 (J. Mitrovica, Personal Communication).139

The initial analysis of Farrell and Clark [1976] also neglected the effects of a time-varying140

ocean function and their formulation implicitly assumed that ocean area and geometry141

would not change significantly. Johnston [1993], Peltier [1994], Peltier [1998], and Milne142

[1998] demonstrated that this assumption produced significant errors and that an accurate143

solution of the sea level equation required multiple iterations in which variations in ocean144

area and geometry due to rebound and changes in ice sheet grounding-lines are calculated145

and incorporated.146

The CALSEA software package obtains solutions to the sea level governing equation147

of Farrell and Clark [1976]. Originally the theory was that employed in Nakada and148

Lambeck [1987] to which were added subsequent refinements to incorporate changes in149

ocean geometry [Johnston 1993, Lambeck et al. 2003] and the rotational component of150

Wu and Peltier [1984] (with later adjustments to incorporate the corrections of Mitrovica151

et al. [2005] and Mitrovica and Wahr [2011]). The validity of the code and the algorithms152

employed has been investigated in Mitrovica [2003] and Mitrovica and Milne [2003] who153

concluded that the underlying methodology is accurate. Calculations of velocity fields154

and changes in relative sea level derived using the CALSEA packages have reproduced155

the detailed behaviour of a wide variety of observational data sets in the near-, far-, and156

intermediate-fields on a variety of time-scales [see for instance Lambeck and Purcell, 2005;157

Lambeck et al., 2006; Lambeck et al., 2010; Lambeck et al., 2014].158
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3. ICE6G C(VM5a) model results

3.1. Near-field radial uplift

We denote the modern radial velocity field for ICE6G C(VM5a) published by Peltier et159

al. [2015] as VF1 and that derived by applying the CALSEA code to ICE6G C(VM5a)160

as VF2. The difference VF1 - VF2 is shown in Figure 1. In the far field the disagree-161

ment between the two data-sets is dominated by a degree 2 order 1 term, reflecting a162

minor discrepancy in the calculation of the rotational term, but the amplitude of this163

component is less than 0.2 mm/yr and we do not describe it any further. In the near-field164

of the former ice sheets the disagreement between VF1 and VF2 is more marked. Over165

Fennoscandia the magnitude of the discrepancy between the two varies from -2.2 mm/year166

to 1.4 mm/year. The corresponding difference in amplitude over North America ranges167

from -2.2 mm/yr to 2.2 mm/yr. In all regions there are discrepancies that follow the168

geometry of coasts and continental shelves. In the near-field there are significant differ-169

ences in uplift rates at points where ice-loading has transitioned to water-loading and at170

points that have lain below sea level during the de-glaciation phase. We return to this171

point later. In the case of Antarctica, the disagreement between the two velocity fields is172

particularly marked, ranging from -1.5 to 8.6 mm/yr. As shown in Figure 2 the largest173

differences between the two sets of results occur over the ice shelves of the Weddell and174

Ross seas where the VF1 uplift rate of Argus et al. [2014] is much larger than we obtain.175

That these discrepancies coincide so precisely with ice shelves suggests that there is some176

discrepancy between the two techniques used to calculate the progression of the loading177

function through time since these regions constitute the classic example of a retreating178
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ice sheet being replaced by a water load. Such a discrepancy would also contribute to the179

differences in uplift rate observed over North America and Fennoscandia.180

Figure 3 illustrates three possible un-loading scenarios. In the first (panels (a) - (b)) the181

ice sheet remains grounded between the two time-steps (that is: ρiI(t) > ρwb(t) where ρi182

and ρw are the density of ice and water respectively, I is ice thickness and b is bathymetry183

or ocean depth). Thus the change in load is simply the change in grounded ice thickness.184

In this case (shown in Figure 3a-b) the total change in load between the two time-steps185

is ρi(I(t2)− I(t1)).186

In the second case (panels (c) - (d)) the ice load is initially thick enough that it is187

grounded (ρiI(t1) > ρwb(t1)) but, as the ice thins it becomes too small to displace the188

entire water column (ρiI(t2) < ρwb(t2)) and thus the ice begins to float. At that point the189

local load corresponds not to ice thickness but to water depth. The net change in load190

between the two time-steps is therefore ρwb(t2)− ρiI(t1).191

In the third case (panels (e) - (f)) the ice sheet is never grounded and the total change192

in load at this location is simply ρw(b(t2) − b(t1)). We reconstruct paleo-topography193

from modern topography using the relation Topo(t) = Topo(present) − ∆RSL(t) and194

bathymetry derived as: b(t) = max(0,−Topo(t)).195

This simple discussion illustrates two potential sources of inaccuracy in calculations of196

GIA that are familiar to those who model post-glacial rebound but are not often treated197

explicitly and are consequently poorly understood by researchers in other fields:198

1. The modern topographic data set used in GIA code should be both accurate199

and high resolution for calculations of the water load to be correct. In this con-200

text the CALSEA code uses the GEBCO 08 topographic database (version 20100927,201
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http://www.gebco.net) for all points north of 60o south. South of this parallel topog-202

raphy and bathymetry are derived from the BEDMAP data-sets [Fretwell et al. 2013]203

using bathymetry for all points at which the modern ice is not grounded and ice surface-204

elevation above sea level otherwise (see Figure 4). This combined topographic data-set205

is sampled spatially at intervals of 3 minutes when calculating water loading and ocean206

volume in CALSEA.207

2. The ice sheet grounding line defines the point where ice loading transitions to water208

loading and must be accurately determined for each time step throughout the loading his-209

tory. This operation requires multiple iterations of the governing equation (as discussed210

in Johnston [1993] and Milne and Peltier [1998]). The CALSEA code requires nine iter-211

ations to provide sub-centimetre convergence at all points on the globe, five iterations is212

generally adequate for all regions except the very margins of the ice sheets. Anything less213

than three iterations is suitable only for schematic purposes.214

The marked discrepancy between velocity-field VF1 (of Argus et al. [2014]) and the215

CALSEA-derived VF2 across the ice shelves suggests that one of the two sets of calcula-216

tions is mis-handling the change in load across these regions. To determine which of the217

two calculations might be in error we investigated the two regions marked in Figure 4.218

Region A covers the longitude range 291-303o E and latitude range 82-78o S (this is the219

region of maximum uplift in the VF1 model) while region B is defined by longitude range220

230-242o E, latitude range 81-85o S (this is the region of maximum change in ice thickness221

in the ICE6G C model). The average topography values across regions A and B derived222

from the topographic data-set used by CALSEA are -403 m and 951 m respectively. In223

both regions, ICE6G C average ice thickness starts out well above modern values (+747 m224
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for region A, +1233 m for region B) at 26 kaBP and remains stable until 12 kaBP before225

declining to modern values by 4 kaBP. Using the analytical expressions derived above, the226

net change in load for region A would be:227

ρwb(present)− ρiI(−12) = 1027× 403− 893× 747

= −0.253× 106kgm−2

assuming that the ice load was initially grounded (since global sea level was lower at the228

LGM). For region B the corresponding change in load would be:229

ρiI(present)− ρiI(−12) = 893×−1233

= −1.10× 106kgm−2

From this analysis we see that, in broad terms, the total change in load is roughly 4 times230

larger for region B than it is for region A.231

For the velocity field of Argus et al. [2014] and Peltier et al. [2015] (VF1) region A232

has an average velocity of 10.34 mm/yr while region B has an average uplift rate of233

9.36 mm/yr. For the CALSEA-derived velocity field (VF2) region A has an average234

uplift rate of 4.37 mm/yr and region B has an average uplift rate of 10.5 mm/yr. While235

there is reasonable agreement between the two velocity fields over region B there is a stark236

divergence over region A. For the CALSEA-derived velocity-field VF2 the uplift rates are237

broadly consistent with the load over region A being 4 times smaller than for region B but238

for VF1 the predicted uplift for region A is 15% larger than for region B. Given that the239

change in load in region A is substantially smaller than that in region B, it is difficult to240
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see how this result is consistent with the physics of the system. That this problem occurs241

at a location where there is a transition from ice to water-loading is significant, suggesting242

that, for whatever reason, the net change in load is not being correctly calculated in the243

analysis of Peltier et al. [2015] and Argus et al. [2014].244

The agreement between VF1 and VF2 over region B suggests broad compatibility in245

the Love number formulation between the CALSEA code and the formalism of Peltier246

et al. [2015]. If there were some systematic discrepancy between the two Love number247

calculations in the Laplace domain or the inversion to the time domain this would manifest248

itself in systematic discrepancies for particular harmonic degrees. The generally small249

differences shown in Figure 1 are not consistent with such an explanation. The geographic250

coherence of the difference between the two fields and its marked correlation with regions251

where ice-water transitions occur strongly suggests that the cause of the difference lies in252

the load calculation and not in the Earth response calculation.253

It must be emphasised that the above discussion of regional averages is vastly simplified,254

a crude analysis of this sort is inherently less than rigorous and should not be used as255

anything other than a rough guide to the order of magnitude of the various effects. Such256

a calculation neglects the specific change in load distribution in space and time and the257

effects of neighbouring ice and water loads. Nonetheless, this simple analysis provides a258

useful diagnostic test against which the numerical results may be compared. Even given259

the limitations discussed above, it is apparent that the Peltier et al. [2015] and Argus et260

al. [2014] results for the Antarctic near-field are physically implausible and, consequently,261

the results presented in both papers contain a substantial methodological error.262
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The transition from ice-loading to water-loading is discussed in detail in Milne and263

Mitrovica [2003] and Lambeck et al. [2003], with the two papers using very similar al-264

gorithms. Peltier [1998] introduced a very different approach that has so far not been265

independently replicated but gives quite distinct values for the post-glacial water-loading266

effect. It is beyond the scope of the current paper to explore why the radial uplift field267

given by Peltier et al. [2015] and Argus et al. [2014] is inconsistent with the load his-268

tory. Nonetheless, that fact that it is inconsistent makes the velocity fields, gravitational269

changes and RSL estimates of Peltier et al. [2015] and Argus et al. [2014] subject to270

significant error, particularly in the Antarctic near-field but more generally in any region271

where an ice-load to water-load transition has occurred (such as the Hudson Bay, Baffin272

Bay and the Baltic Sea) or where paleo-topography has transitioned from below sea level273

to above (which is the case for much of Canada).274

3.2. Spherical harmonic representation of ICE6G C(VM5a)

Peltier et al. [2015] provided a spherical harmonic representation of the present-day275

glacial isostatic response of the Earth as predicted by their model. In principle, this can276

be used to remove the effects of GIA from space gravity estimates of the Earth’s tem-277

poral gravity field so that present-day mass balance changes can be determined. It can278

also be used to correct satellite altimetry for GIA to yield estimates of present-day sea279

level variations. The spherical harmonic rate model, to degree and order 256, was pro-280

vided by Peltier et al. [2015] as dimensionless Stokes’ coefficients in their Supplementary281

Information.282

Peltier et al. [2015] and Argus et al. [2014] also evaluated the accuracy with which283

the empirical relation of Purcell et al. [2011] can reproduce GIA uplift rates derived from284
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their rigorous computation using a full ice/earth model to solve the sea level equation.285

Their computed differences between the empirical and full computations of present-day286

uplift rates showed strikingly large, high frequency spatial errors when evaluated to de-287

gree 256 (see their Figures S2-S4), which prompted us to investigate further the power288

spectrum of their spherical harmonic model (Figure 5d). For degrees greater than 100289

the deformational and gravitational effects of the load are relatively small (as shown in290

Figure 5a-b). For these shorter wavelengths the power spectrum of the ice sheet is several291

orders of magnitude smaller than for the low degree terms and what power there is decays292

with time (Figure 5c). Consequently, the convolution of the load and the viscoelastic Love293

numbers should diminish at high degrees. However, the coefficients provided by Peltier294

et al. [2015] do not display this pattern, with very similar power found in coefficients of295

all degrees from ∼60 onwards.296

We used the provided coefficients and the empirical relation of Purcell et al. [2011] to297

try to replicate the difference in uplift rate over Antarctica shown in Peltier et al. [2015]298

(Figure S4). We compared our computed uplift rates to the available gridded values299

(http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/∼peltier/data) and found a similar difference300

(compare our Figure 6a with their Figure S4e). However, to generate this we had to use301

the empirical, linear formula of Purcell et al. [2011] (their Eq. 3) for all degrees, whereas302

Purcell et al. [2011] stated that, for degrees > 60, their tabulated values should be used303

to represent the ratio of the hve
n /kve

n Love numbers (a significant non-linearity in the ratios304

becomes apparent and quite significant for degrees > 60 as shown in Purcell et al. [2011]305

Figure 3a). This is a relatively minor oversight if, as in Purcell et al. [2011], one were306

to focus on the application of their method to GRACE observations which consist of307
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relatively low degree terms. However, when we correctly applied their empirical relation308

we found that the differences in computed uplift rates actually increased compared to the309

rates from the fully rigorous computation (Figure 6b).310

Next, we derived uplift rates from our own fully rigorous computation of the ICE6G C311

ice history (see Section 3.1 above), along with a spherical harmonic representation of312

the corresponding change in gravity. We calculated the differences between these uplift313

rates and uplift velocities that we obtained by processing the CALSEA-derived Stokes’314

coefficients with the correct empirical relation of Purcell et al. [2011]. This procedure315

produces significantly smaller differences than in the previous two cases (Figure 6c). This316

is in stark contrast to the conclusion of Peltier et al. [2015] who stated “It is in this region317

that the errors in the prediction using the formula of Purcell et al. (2011) are especially318

large, so large as to apparently render the formula inapplicable for the prediction of vertical319

motion of the crust on the basis of the geoid Stokes’ coefficients.”320

In fact, with the exception of regions beneath the floating ice shelves, the maximum321

error in Antarctica is < 1 mm/yr. This confirms the validity of the empirical relation322

subject to the caveat stated by Purcell et al. [2011] that no significant load variation can323

have occurred in the past 6000 years for the empirical relation to be validly applied.324

3.3. Re-evaluation of empirical approximation for uplift rates derived from

Stokes’ coefficients

As shown in Section 3.2, the correct use of the empirical relation of Purcell et al. [2011]325

enables viscoelastic uplift rates to be derived with an error < 1 mm/yr over continental326

Antarctica. The caveat on the use of this empirical approximation is that there cannot327

have been changes in the load in the past 6000 years, otherwise the approximation becomes328
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invalid because the Love number ratios will not have had time to reach stable values that329

permit the empirical relation to be applied (as shown in Purcell et al. [2011] Figure 2).330

What is the magnitude of the error in the technique when applied in regions where331

loads have continued to change in the past 6000 years? To evaluate this, we consider332

the region of the North American Ice Sheet complex in Canada. In the ICE6G C model,333

the ice sheets in this region had essentially melted by 6000 years ago, so one would334

expect the empirical approximation to be valid. Figure 7a shows the difference between335

the fully rigorous computations of present-day uplift rates and those using the empirical336

approximation evaluated to degree 256. As we saw in the case of Antarctica, the maximum337

error over land is < 1 mm/yr, however, there are markedly larger errors clearly visible in338

regions where the water load has changed significantly. In particular, the velocity errors339

in Hudson Bay reach -4 mm/yr. There are also positive errors visible in the Labrador340

Sea, Baffin Bay, along the northern coast of Canada and even on the west coast of North341

America and south of Nova Scotia. These differences are due to large amplitude changes342

in water depth that have continued to occur in the oceans long after the ice sheet had343

disappeared. A similar effect is seen in the Baltic Sea in the region of the Fennoscandian344

Ice Sheet (Figure 7b).345

Due to the on-going effects of GIA the sea floor of Hudson Bay has been uplifting at a346

rate of 3-10 mm/yr, resulting in a reduction in water depth within the bay of tens of metres347

in the last 6000 years. Thus, the water load has decreased significantly (by approximately348

50% of the current water depth within the bay) during this period. Consequently it is349

invalid to apply the empirical relation of Purcell et al. [2011] over this area. Similarly,350

the regions of positive error around the coastal margins of the former North American351
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ice sheet complex all occur in locations where the peripheral bulge is subsiding and the352

water-load is consequently increasing (there may also be some signal also related to the353

peripheral bulge of the Greenland Ice Sheet as well). The ‘peripheral bulge’ of an ice sheet354

is the region that uplifted as the ice load increases to accommodate lithospheric flexure355

and the flow of mantle material from beneath the ice sheet. Conversely, when the ice356

sheet melts, the mantle material flows back under the formerly glaciated region, causing357

subsidence of the peripheral bulge. Thus, in regions where the peripheral bulge coincides358

with a non-zero water-load, ocean depth increases as the peripheral bulge subsides which359

causes a corresponding increase in the water load. Again, this process persists through360

the last 6000 years and invalidates the use of the Purcell et al. [2011] approximation in361

these oceanic regions. It is notable how exactly the error induced by the empirical relation362

follows the modern coastline in these regions.363

Nonetheless, we confirm that the empirical relation using our degree 256 spherical har-364

monic representation of the ICE6G C ice history and the tabulated Love number ratio365

values of Purcell et al. [2011] is able to reproduce - to within 1 mm/yr - the fully rigor-366

ous computation of uplift rates for continental regions that have not seen any significant367

change in ice load in the past 6000 years. However, reducing the maximum degree signif-368

icantly degrades the quality of the agreement and it is recommended that the full series369

to degree 256 be applied wherever possible.370

4. Conclusions

Our assessment of the ICE6G C(VM5a) model of Argus et al. [2014] and Peltier et371

al. [2015] has raised three important issues. Firstly, we found significant differences in372

uplift rate between published values and our own computations in regions where paleo-373
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topography had transitioned from lying below sea level to lying above and vice versa.374

This misfit is particularly large in the Weddell and Ross Seas in the near-field region of375

the Antarctic Ice Sheet. A broad-scale assessment of net load change in the Weddell Sea376

and the Ohio Mountains, Antarctica, shows that the radial uplift rate over the Weddell377

Sea given in the Argus et al. [2014] and Peltier et al. [2015] studies does not represent378

well the change in surface load for this area, whereas our derived velocity field agrees379

with the physical characteristics of the system. We denote our present day radial velocity380

field ICE6G ANU and provide a global-coverage gridded data-set in Data Set S1 of the381

Supplementary Material.382

Secondly, the Stokes’ coefficients describing the modern change in geoid elevation given383

by Argus et al. [2014] and Peltier et al. [2015] do not describe the present-day GIA signal384

of the ICE6G C(VM5a) model itself. The power spectrum of the coefficients provided by385

Peltier et al. [2015] has power at high degrees that is two orders of magnitude greater386

than the power of our computed coefficients and the power of the former does not decrease387

substantially for degrees > 90. Again, this does not accord with the expected physics of388

the system where the response should become nearly elastic as degree increases and load-389

wavelength decreases. The error in their published spherical harmonic coefficients (mis)led390

Argus et al. [2014] and Peltier et al. [2015] to conclude that there was an error in the391

empirical formula of Purcell et al. [2011].392

Thirdly, when we apply the empirical formula of Purcell et al. [2011] to our derived393

Stokes’ coefficients for ICE6G ANU we obtain an uplift rate field that agrees very closely394

with the rigorously calculated velocity field. We thus confirm the validity of the empirical395

relationship derived by Purcell et al. [2011]. We have verified that the technique is396
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accurate when applied to the ICE6G C ice history using the VM5a rheology model,397

generating uplift rates within 1 mm/year of fully rigorous computations for regions where398

there has been no significant change in load over the last 6000 years, as originally noted399

by Purcell et al. [2011]. We provide the ICE6G ANU Stokes’ coefficients in Data Set S2400

of the Supplementary Material.401

The ICE6G C ice history model was derived by Argus et al. [2014] and Peltier et402

al. [2015] by inverting a global data-set of geodetic and geological observations. Their403

inversions rely implicitly on the accuracy of the forward-modelling procedure employed.404

The results of this study demonstrate that some of the algorithms they used seem to mis-405

represent the net change in ice/water loads in the near-field. Following the submission406

of this manuscript a new release of the ICE6G C (VM5a) spherical harmonic coefficients407

became available on the Toronto group’s website. In this new spherical harmonic expan-408

sion the strange high-frequency pattern shown in Figure 6a-b has been removed. We note,409

however, that the anomalously large uplift signals in regions of ice-marine transitions re-410

mains in the new formulation. These are caused by the water-loading algorithm used by411

Peltier et al. [2015] and Argus et al. [2014] to compute the ICE6G C (VM5a) model.412

Assessing the validity of the resulting ice sheet reconstructions in light of this issue is413

beyond the scope of this study.414
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Figure 1. Illustration of the difference between the velocity field of Peltier et al. [2015]

and that derived from CALSEA. The difference is dominated by a degree 2 1 signal of

amplitude < 0.2 mm/yr. Over Fennoscandia the discrepancy varies from -2.2 - 1.4 mm/yr.

For North America the corresponding range is -2.2 - 2.2 mm/yr. The largest discrepency

between the two velocity fields (-1.5 - 8.6 mm/yr) is observed over Antarctica.

Figure 2. Illustration of the difference between the velocity field of Peltier et al. [2015]

and that derived from CALSEA over Antarctica. The difference is largest over the Weddell

and Ross Seas but generally follows the coast-line and becomes significant at all points

where transitions from ice-loading to water-loading have occurred during the Late-Glacial

and Holocene.
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Figure 3. Illustration of potential surface load changes due to a reduction in ice

thickness. The panels on the left show the initial configuration (Ice thickness I(t1), water-

depth b(t1)), while the panels on the right show the final configuration (Ice thickness

I(t2), water-depth b(t2)). In panels (a) - (b) the ice sheet is grounded at both time-steps

(ρiI(t) > ρwb(t)) and the change in load beneath the ice sheet is ρi(I(t2) − I(t1)). This

condition holds trivially at all points above contemporary sea level where I(t) ≥ 0 and

b(t) = 0. In panels (c) - (d) the ice sheet is initially grounded but thins to the point that

it floats (ρiI(t1) > ρwb(t1), ρiI(t2) < ρwb(t2)) and the net change in load beneath the ice

sheet is ρwb(t2)− ρiI(t1). Panels (e) - (f) show the case where the ice sheet is at no point

grounded (ρiI(t) < ρwb(t)) and the change in load is simply the change in water-depth

ρw(b(t2)− b(t1)). This is trivially the case for all points where I(t) = 0 and b(t) > 0.

Figure 4. Illustration of the topographic data-set used by the CALSEA software

package. The Antarctic component of the data-set is derived from BEDMAP-2 with

ice elevation substituting for topography where the modern ice sheet is grounded. The

data-set is defined at a grid resolution of 1 minute in latitude and longitude. The two

areas across which the ICE6G C velocity values are analysed are shown as shaded sectors,

region A (291-303o E, 82-78o S) is in black and region B (230-242o E, 81-85o S) s in white.
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Figure 5. Analysis of power spectrum and response functions. (a) Comparison of nor-

malised gravitational Love Numbers (kn) for Earth model VM5 as a function of time.

Time units are ka. (b) Comparison of normalised radial deformation Love Numbers

(hn) for Earth model VM5 as a function of time. It should be noted that the values

of hn are of greater magnitude and decay more slowly than those of kn and that this

trend becomes more pronounced at higher degree. (c) Power spectrum of ICE6G C from

26 kaBP to the end of melting at 4 kaBP. (d) Power spectrum of the Stokes’ coefficients for

ICE6G C(VM5a) given by Peltier et al. [2015] (red) and the CALSEA-derived spherical

harmonic representation of ICE6G C(VM5a) (blue).

Figure 6. Difference in uplift rates between those computed in a fully rigorous manner

by Peltier et al. [2015] and the degree 256 spherical harmonic model of Peltier et al.

[2015] using a) the linear relation of Purcell et al. [2011], b) the non-linear, tabulated

values of Purcell et al. [2011]. c) Difference between our fully rigorous computation of

radial uplift for ICE6G C(VM5a) and our degree 256 Stokes’ coefficient representation of

it, using the non-linear tabulated values of Purcell et al. [2011]. Note that the maximum

error in (c) is < 1 mm/yr over the continent (excluding the ice shelves where water loads

have changed in the past 6000 years).
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Figure 7. Difference in uplift rates between those computed in a fully rigorous manner

and from our degree 256 spherical harmonic model using the empirical relation of Purcell

et al. [2011]. a) Laurentide region, b) Fennoscandia. Errors are typically < 1 mm/yr

over land and can reach several mm/yr in ocean regions that have experienced significant

changes in water depth due to GIA uplift or peripheral bulge subsidence changing the

water loads in the past 6000 years.
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